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The patience sorting algorithm was introduced by Mellows. If a given array has  
elements and can be considered as a shuffle of! already sorted arrays, then the patience
algorithm sorts the original array in "( log!) time. In the current paper we show
that this upper bound is worst-case optimal even if the minimum value of the parameter
! is known in advance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of sorting a sequence of  distinct numbers. Although
this problem is well studied and optimal !( log ) worst-case and average-case
algorithms have been developed [7], there is no exact estimate of the complexity of
these algorithms with respect to the disorder in the sequence.

In the current paper we consider the patience sorting algorithm introduced
by Mellows, [8, 9, 1, 2]. Essentially, this approach of sorting real numbers first
splits the given array into a minimal number of increasingly sorted subarrays and
afterwards merges the resulting arrays. Using a result of Fredman, [5], it can be
easily shown that this algorithm runs in !( log")-time for every sequence of size
 that contains no decreasing subsequence of size " + 1. Note that " is not
previously known to the algorithm. However, even if an upper bound for " is
known in advance no better worst-case algorithm exists as we prove in Section 3.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we outline the
patience sorting algorithm in details, prove its correctness and its time-complexity.
In Section 3 we argue that the algorithm is worst-case optimal and in Section 4 we
conclude.

2. PATIENCE ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

In this section we assume that #1, . . . , # is a sequence of distinct numbers
that is to be sorted in increasing order. To this end we describe an !( log")-
time algorithm where " is the size of the longest decreasing subsequence, i.e. " is
maximal natural number with the property :

there are $(1) < $(2) < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < $("), such that #!(1) > #!(2) > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ > #!(").

The patience algorithm consists of two steps, [8, 9]:

1. Split #1, . . . # into minimum number of increasing subsequences:

{#1,1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < #1,$1}, . . . , {#%,1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < #%,$ }.

2. Merge the resulting subsequences into an increasing array:

#&(1) < #&(2) < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < #&( ).

Both these steps can be performed in time !( log') and using Dilworth’s
Theorem [4, 6] it is not difficult to see that ' = ", which implies the result.

In the sequel we first prove that ' = " and then we briefly explain how to
efficiently perform each of the two steps of the algorithm.

Given a sequence #1, . . . , # , we introduce a partial ordering ≺ on the set
{1, 2 . . . ,  } in the following way:

$ ≺ ( ⇐⇒ $ < ( and #! < #' .

With this notation it is obvious that the following are equivalent:

∙ $(1) ≺ $(2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≺ $()) ;

∙ (#!(1), #!(2), . . . , #!($)) is an increasing subsequence of {#'} '=1.

Thus each chain in ({1, . . .  },≺) corresponds to an increasing subsequence in
#1, . . . # and vice versa.

On the other hand, there is a similar relationship between the antichains in
({1, . . . ,  },≺) and the decreasing subsequences of #1, . . . # . Specifically, we con-
sider an antichain {$(1), . . . $())}, i.e. $((), $(*) are incomparable with respect
to ≺. We can assume that $(1) < $(2) < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < $()). Now consider a pair
$(() < $(*): since $(() ∕≺ $(*), we deduce that #!(') ∕< #!((). Furthermore, $(() ∕= $(*)
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and the members of the sequence # are all distinct numbers, which implies that
#!(') > #!((). Thus we have established that for every antichain {$(1), . . . $())} such
that $(1) < $(2) < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < $()),

#!(1) > #!(2) > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ > #!($) is a decreasing subsequence of {#'} '=1.

Conversely, if #!(1) > #!(2) > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ > #!($) is a decreasing subsequence, then
$(() < $(*) implies #!(') > #!((), i.e. $(() and $(*) are incomparable with respect to
≺ and consequently determine an antichain.

Now the Dilworth’s Theorem [4, 6] implies the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Let " be the maximal length of a decreasing subsequence of

#1, . . . , # and let' be the minimal number of increasing subsequences of #1, . . . , # 
in which #1, . . . , # can be partitioned. Then ' = ".

Proof. By the discussion above, " is the size of a maximal antichain in
({1, 2, . . . ,  },≺) and ' is the minimum covering of ({1, 2, . . . ,  },≺) with ≺-
chains. Therefore, since ≺ is a partial ordering, Dilworth’s Theorem [4, 6] implies
" = ' .

Next we briefly describe the first part of the algorithm – determining the least
number of increasing subsequences that cover #1, . . . , # . We basically follow the
ideas presented in [5, 3]. The algorithm processes the elements #! in increasing
order of $. At each step $ we keep a set of lists +1, . . . , +"! , such that +1, . . . +"!
form a minimum ≺-chain covering of the set {1, 2, . . . , $} and additionally for each
) ∈ +'+1 we keep a witness ,()) ∈ +' such that

,()) < ) and ,()) ∕≺ ),

which is equivalent to ,()) < ) and #)($) > #$. Moreover, we maintain an array
of the last elements *[-] ∈ +*. Note that #([*+1] < #)(([*+1]) ≤ #((*). The first
inequality follows by the definition of the witnesses and the second follows by the
fact that ,(*[-+ 1]) ⪯ *[-] according to the definition of *[-].

Now we describe how to maintain these invariants from step $ to step $ + 1.

1. Find the least -, such that #([*] < #!+1.

2. If such an - does not exist, set - = "! + 1, create a new list +"!+1 and set
"!+1 = "! + 1, otherwise set "!+1 = "!.

3. Insert $+ 1 into +* and set *[-] = $+ 1.

4. If - > 1 set ,($ + 1) = *[-− 1].

Note that $+1 > ( for each ( ∈ ∪"!$=1+$. Therefore $+1 > *[-], and since #([*] <
#!+1, we obtain that *[-] ≺ $+1. However, *[-] is the maximal element of the list +*,
which implies that +* ∪ {$+ 1} is again a chain with maximal element $+ 1. Next
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note that if - > 1, the choice of - implies that #([*−1] > #!+1. Since $+1 > *[-− 1],
we can safely define the witness of $+1 as ,($+1) = *[-−1], as it is done in step 4.
Finally, we argue that +' is again a minimum covering of {1, 2, . . . , $+ 1} with ≺-
chains. This is clear in the case "!+1 = "!, i.e. if - ≤ "!. Assume that - = "!+1,
then we can consider the sequence {,$($ + 1) ∣ 0 ≤ ) ≤ "!}. Since $ + 1 ∈ +"!+1,
the definition of the witness implies that ,$($ + 1) ∈ +"!+1−$. Moreover, we
have that ,$($ + 1) > ,$+1($ + 1) and #)"(!+1) < #)"+1(!+1). Therefore, the set
{,$($+1) ∣ 0 ≤ ) ≤ "!} is an anti-chain of size "!+1 in ({1, 2, . . . , $+1},≺). Now
by Dilworth’s Theorem [4, 6] each covering with chains of {1, . . . $+ 1} contains at
least "! + 1 elements, and therefore "!+1 = "! + 1.

This shows that the above algorithm determines a minimum covering with
increasing subsequences. Next we prove the main result of this section:

Theorem 1. There is an !( log")-time algorithm that sorts an arbitrary

sequence of distinct numbers #1, . . . , # which contains no decreasing subsequence

of length more than ".

Proof. From the discussion above we know that the above algorithm pro-
vides a minimum covering with increasing subsequences. Now we consider its ef-
ficiency. Each of the steps 2, 3 and 4 can be performed in !(1) time and step 1
can be performed in !(log"!)-time by binary searching the array *[-] (recall that
#([*] > #([*+1]). Since "! ≤ " and we have  iterations in total, we obtain
!( log")-time algorithm to compute an optimal covering of #1, . . . # with in-
creasing subsequences.

Now, since +1, . . . +" are sorted in increasing order, we can easily merge them
in !( log")-time. One way to achieve this is to group the lists in pairs and merge
the lists in every single pair. Each such step needs !( ) time and reduces the
number of lists twice. Thus in !(log") iterations we end up with a single sorted
list. Since we spend !( ) time per iteration, the time bound follows.

Another possibility is to maintain a binary heap with up to " elements, each
element corresponding to the least element of a list +* which is still not sorted. At
each step we extract the minimal element . from the heap and add it to the sorted
output list (at the back). Next, if . ∈ +*, we insert in the heap the next element
of +*. Clearly, we have !( ) operations insert and extract minimal element from
a heap with !(") elements. Therefore, each such operation can be performed in
!(log")-time and the total time complexity results in !( log").

3. OPTIMALITY

In this section we show that each algorithm which sorts correctly in increasing
order a sequence of distinct numbers #1, . . . , # needs to perform Θ( log") com-
parisons where " is the length of the longest decreasing subsequence of #1, . . . , # .
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This would imply that the algorithm we described in the preceding section is worst-
case optimal. The approach we use is similar to that in [5].

To this end we first show that there are .Θ( log") permutations #&(1), . . . , #&( )
which contain no decreasing subsequence of length more than ".

Lemma 2. Let #1 < #2 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < # be distinct numbers and let Π(") be

the set of permutations / ∈ 0 such that #&(1), . . . , #&( ) contains no decreasing

subsequence of length greater than ". Then

∣Π(")∣ ≥ " 

"!
.

Proof. We count the permutations / ∈ 0 with the property that there exist
integers "′ and )1, . . . )"′ , )"′+1 such that:

"′ ≤ " and 1 = )1 < )2 < . . . )"′ < )"′+1 =  + 1

∀((#&($#) < #&($#+1) < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < #&($#+1−1))

∀$ ≤ "′(#&($!) > #&($!+1)).

In fact, {)' , )' + 1, . . . , )'+1 − 1}"′

'=1 define "′ chains in ({1, 2, . . .  },≺) ,where
≺ is defined with respect to the sequence #&(1), . . . , #&( ). Consequently, by the
discussion in the previous section, there is no decreasing subsequence of length
more than "′ in #&(1), . . . , #&( ). On the other hand, the elements #&($#) witness
for such a decreasing sequence. Therefore, each such permutation / belongs to the
set Π(").

All such permutations / can be generated in the following way:

∙ assign each element $ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,  } to exactly one of " sets 1' for ( ≤ ".

∙ discard all empty sets 1' .

∙ sort each 1' ∕= ∅ in increasing order. In this fashion for each set 1' we obtain
an increasing sequence 2' .

∙ arrange the sequences 2' ’s in decreasing order of their first elements. In this
way we obtain the sequence /(1), . . . , /( ).

Clearly, each permutation obtained in this way can be uniquely decomposed into
the increasing sequences 2'’s which witness that / ∈ Π("). Next observe that
different families of sets {11, . . . , 1"} and {1′1, . . . 1′"} determine different permu-
tations / and /′. Indeed, if it were the case that / = /′, then these permutations
would determine the same sequence of increasing sequences 21 = 2′1, 22 = 2′2, . . . ,
2"′ = 2′"′ . Since each sequence 2' uniquely determines the set 1' , we conclude
that 1' = 1′' and since {11, . . . , 1"} and {1′1, . . . , 1′"} define a partition of
{1, 2, . . . ,  }, we obtain that {11, . . . , 1"} = {1′1, . . . , 1′"}.
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Therefore, it suffices to bound from below the number of all different families
{11, . . . , 1"}. It is easy to count that the assignment in the first part of the
construction can be done in" different ways. Since each family {11, . . . , 1"} can
be generated by at most"! permutations of the sets 1' , we obtain that the number
of all different families {11, . . . , 1"} is at least "$

"! and therefore there are at least
"$

"! permutations such that #&(1) . . . , #&( ) contains no decreasing subsequence of

length more than ". Therefore ∣Π(")∣ ≥ "$

"! .

Corollary 1. The number of permutations of a sequence #1, . . . , # of distinct

numbers that contain no decreasing subsequence of length more than " is .Ω( log").

Proof. We consider first the case " ≤  
2 . According to Lemma 2, the number

of permutations Π(") that contain no decreasing subsequence of length more than
" is

∣Π(")∣ ≥ " 

"!
.

By Stirling’s formula, "! =
√
2/""" .−"++(1). Hence, "! = ."(log"+,(1)).

Therefore,

∣Π(")∣ ≥ " 

."(log"+,(1))
≥ .( −") log"+,(") ≥ .

$
2
log"+,(") = .Θ( log") ,

since " ≤  
2 .

In the case " >  
2 we have log  

2 ≤ log" ≤ log  
2 + 1. Now we use that

Π
( 

2

)

⊆ Π(").

By the discussion above we obtain that
∣

∣

∣
Π
( 

2

)
∣

∣

∣
= .Ω( log $

2
) ,

and since Ω( log  
2 ) = Ω( log") for  

2 ≤ " ≤  ,it is easy to see that

∣Π(")∣ ≥
∣

∣

∣
Π
( 

2

)∣

∣

∣
= .Ω( log") ,

and the result follows in this case either.

Corollary 2. Each algorithm which correctly sorts in increasing order each

sequence #1, . . . , # of distinct numbers which contains no decreasing subsequence

of length more than ", has worst-case time-complexity Ω( log").

Proof. By Corollary 1, there are .Ω( log") different permutations of #1, . . . , # 
that the algorithm has to be capable to distinguish. Now, if the algorithm performs
3( log") comparisons on each such instance, we can assign each such permutation
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to a leaf of a binary decision tree of height 3( log"). However, each such tree has
.+( log") leaves and therefore two different permutations will be assigned to the
same leaf of the tree. Consequently, the algorithm will be unable to distinguish
between them.

As a corollary we obtain the following result:

Theorem 2. The !( log")-time sorting algorithm described in Section 2 is

worst-case optimal.

Proof. By Theorem 1 we have the correctness and the !( log") bound for
the algorithm. On the other hand, Corollary 2 implies that any other algorithm
that solves this problem is worst-case Ω( log").

4. CONCLUSION

We have studied the problem of sorting a sequence of  distinct numbers with
respect to the size " of the longest decreasing subsequence that it contains. We
described an !( log")-time algorithm that solves this problem without any as-
sumptions on " and we showed that this time-complexity is worst-case optimal
even under the assumption that an upper bound for " is known in advance.
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